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Symbols

N

n

M
m

rrnax(m)
vrnax(m,n)

arnax(m,n)

jrnax(m,n)
p(m,n)

ds(m,n)

vs(m,n)

as(m,n)

js(m.n)

tat(m)

at(m,n)

tjt(m)

jt(m,n)

Pr
tr

do
va

dl
VI

d2

V2

d3

V3

Ct
Cs

vrn
dsp

vsp

tsp

Number of axes (dimension of the position control system).

Axis number (l ~ n ~ N).
Number of segments (not known in real-time implementation).

Segment number (l ~ m ~ M), or corner point number (0 ~ m ~ M).

Maximum distance of the transition path to corner point m.
Maximum velocity specified for segment m and axis n.

Maximum acceleration specified for segment m and axis n.

Maximum jerk specified for segment m and axis n.

Position of corner point m along axis n.

Length of segment m along axis n.

Maximum velocity possible on segment m, in direction n.

Maximum acceleration possible on segment m, in direction n.

Maximum jerk possible on segment m, in direction n.

Time of constant acceleration during transition m.

Acceleration during transition m in direction n.

Time of constant jerk during transition m.

Jerk during transition m in direction n.

Position (origin: corner point) of an axis during transition (pa ~ Pr ~ PI).

Relative time during transition ([-tjJ2]-taJ2 ~ tr ~ +taJ2[+tjJ2]).
Distance along one axis from the begin of transition m+1 to the comer point.

Velocity of a particular axis at the begin of transition m+1.
Distance along one axis from the comer point to the end of transition m+ 1.

Velocity of a particular axis at the end of transition m+1.
Distance along one axis from the begin of transition m+2 to the comer point.

Velocity of a particular axis at the begin of transition m+2.

Distance along one axis from the comer point to the end of transition m+2.

Velocity of a particular axis at the end of transition m+2.

Transition constant; if Ct < 1, then va and VI are multiplied with Ct.

Segment constant; if Cs < 1, then va, VI, v2 and V3 are multiplied with cs.

Maximum velocity on a segment (max {VloV2) ~ Vrn ~ vs)'

Distance from a set point to the next comer point.

Set point velocity.

Set point time, measured from the previous set point.



Wolters, L.M.N.; Real-time trajectorie-plannin& lan&s een &edefinieerd pad. Afstudeer
verslag, vakgroep ER, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, aug. 1987.

Trajectorie-planning zorgt voor de timing van een robotarm langs een gespecificeerd pad.
Wij beschouwen een pad dat is samengesteld uit rechte lijnen in de Canesische ruimte.
Deze segmenten worden gevorrnd door de gedefinieerde hoekpunten te verbinden, die
positie en orientatie van de eind-effector representeren. De hoeken worden afgerond,
rekening houdend met een zekere maximale afstand tot het hoekpunt. Voor ieder segment
en iedere as gelden limieten voor snelheid, versnelling en ruk. De pad-trajectorie wordt
gerealiseerd met parabolische splines voor continuiteit van de snelheid en met cubische
splines als ook continuiteit van de versnelling is vereist. De transitie wordt zodanig
berekend dat deze binnen het tolerantiegebied komt. Voor ieder transitie-paar wordt een
segment-constante berekend. De snelheden op de transitie-uiteinden worden gereduceerd
met deze multiplicator als de afstand ertussen te klein is om van de een naar de andere te
versnellen. Bovendien wordt de segment-volgorde voor trajectorie-constrllctie bepaald
door deze constante. Door zo weinig mogelijk punten vooruit te kijken is een real-time
methode ontwikkeld met weinig rekenwerk. Voor parabolische splines is zelfs een geheel
analytische oplossing gevonden. Het algoritme is tijd-optimaal in die zin, dat er steeds een
as is met maximale snelheid, maximale versnelling, of maximale ruk. Deze methode kan
oak worden gebruikt voor andere toleranties rond de hoekpunten, voor specificaties waar
bij het pad door de hoekpunten gaat, en zelfs in de joint ruimte.

Wolters, L.M.N.; Real-time trajectory planning along a predefined path. Masters thesis,
Measurement and Control Section ER, Eindhoven University of Technology, Aug. 1987.

Trajectory planning is concerned with the timing of a robot arm along a specified path.
We consider a path that is composed of straight lines in Canesian space. These segments
are formed by connecting the predefined corner points, which represent position and
orientation of the end-effector. The corners are rounded, subject to a specified maximum
distance to the corner point. Velocity, acceleration, and jerk limits, are applied for each
segment and each axis. The path trajectory is realized with parabolic splines to satisfy
continuity of velocity, and with cubic splines if also continuity of acceleration is required.
The transition is calculated so that it comes within the tolerance area. For each transition
pair a segment constant is calculated. The velocities at the transition ends are reduced with
this multiplier if the distance between them is too small to accelerate from one to the other.
Furthermore, the segment order for trajectory construction is determined by this constant.
By looking ahead as few points as possible, a real-time method has been developed with
few computational costs. For parabolic splines, even a completely analytical solution is
found. The algorithm is time-optimal in that sence, that there is always an axis with
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, or maximum jerk. This method can also be
used for other tolerances around the corner points, for specifications with the path going
through the corner points, and even in joint space.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Continuous Path Motion

The goal of a robot manipulator is to move the end-effector from one position to another.
The desired path is usually specified by a set of straight-line segments connecting the
predefined corner points, where each corner point represents position and orientation of
the end-effector. They are determined by a path planner building a collision-free path, or
by teaching. Generally we want the manipulator to follow this path as fast and accurately
as possible. The system must, however, provide for continuity of position and velocity.
In order to prevent vibration and jerk, continuity of acceleration is required. To satisfy
continuity of velocity the manipulator has to stop at each corner point, yielding point-to
point motion. A faster and smoother trajectory can be constructed by tolerating some
deviation from the straight-line path, resulting in continuous path motion.

Paul [l], [2] suggested a simple method that eliminates stopping at each transition from
one segment to another. The transition time is fixed and determined to allow acceleration
from maximum negative to maximum positive velocity. Although it achieves a simple
real-time implementation, this worst case approach provides no time-optimal path motion.
Other methods use some kind of iteration process to obtain a minimum-time solution, but
require off-line calculations [3], [4]. With all these methods the path deviation at the
corner points cannot be influenced. An absolute tolerance can be specified in the path
planning method proposed by Kim and Shin [5]. However, they exclude fine motion
control. Another way to create continuous path motion is fitting one or more polynomials
(of varying degree) between each pair of specified positions, subject to a variety of
constraints. Off-line [6] and even on-line [7], [8] methods have been presented, but no
deviations from the the straight-line path can be specified. Some complex contouring
algorithms, like [9], take into account a full dynamic model of the manipulator and even

geometric path constraints, but these are difficult to handle. In our application we are
interested in a real-time trajectory-planning method with a useful path specification.

There are two basic strategies to construct an optimum trajectory based on the straight-line
path: round corners subject to a specified maximum deviation, or go through the corner
points tolerating a certain deviation from the straight-line segments. To define a method
for specifying the maximum deviation from the straight-line path, we distinguish between
solving the path-planning problem in Cartesian space or in joint space. Choosing the
Cartesian space means that the desired path consists of straight lines in Cartesian space.
However, the joint bounds on velocity, acceleration and jerk need to be transformed to
Cartesian ones and the constructed trajectory has to be transformed to joint space. Note
that this representation is only suitable to control the position of the manipulators end
effector and not the orientation. If we assume straight lines in joint space, no transforms
are necessary and control of more than three joints is possible. The major disadvantage is
that the Cartesian path depends on the configuration of the robot links.
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Path specifications in Cartesian (a, b, c) and joint (d, e, f) space.

Figure 1.1.

Some useful tolerance specifications, based on the straight-line path, are outlined below;

see Figure 1.1 for corresponding two-dimensional examples.
Solution in Cartesian space:
- rounding the comers,

(a) the transition staying within a specified distance to the comer point;
(b) the transition coming within a specified distance to the comer point;

- going through all the comer points,
(c) staying within a specified distance to each segment.
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Solution in joint space:

- rounding the comers,

(d) each joint staying within a specified distance to the corner point during transition;

(e) each joint coming within a specified distance to the comer point during transition;

- going through all the comer points,

(f) each joint staying within a specified distance to each segment.

Preferably we want to develop a general method to handle all these deviations from the

straight-line path, but first we shall restrict ourselves to (b) and examine the usefulness

for the other methods later. This way of path specification has the advantage of straight
lines in the Cartesian space, and rounding comers gives the best prospect of a real-time

solution. It is also applied in the F.A.M.M. (Fast and Accurate Manipulator Modules)

project of Philips Centre For manufacturing Technology.

1.2. Problem Statement

We consider a position control system with simultaneously moving joints, giving N

degrees of freedom. The desired Cartesian path is specified by a set of M+1 points with
coordinates p(m,n) (0 ~ m ~ M, 1 ~ n ~ N) and maximum distances of the path to each

corner point rmax(m) (l ~ m ~ M-1). The path is fonned by connecting each pair of

successive points with straight-line segments and rounding the comers subject to the

specified maximum deviation (see Figure 1.2 for a two-dimensional example). At the

initial and destination point velocity is assumed to be zero. To ensure smooth motion

velocity and acceleration are required to be continuous on the entire trajectory. For each

segment and each axis the magnitudes of velocity, acceleration and jerk are bounded:

Ivs(m,n)1 ~ vmax(m,n), las(m,n)1 ~ amax(m,n), Ijs(m,n)1 ~ jmax(m,n). During transition

from segment m to m+1, the smallest bounds for the acceleration and jerk are applied:

lal(m,n)1 ~min{amax(m,n), amax(m+l,n)}, Ijl(m,n)1 ~min{jmax(m,n), jmax(m+l,n)}.
Objective: calculation of a (near) minimum-time trajectory subject to above constraints,

looking ahead as few points as possible to ensure real-time motion.

p(2,2)[==I=r~~:::::::::~~~J...
p(l,2)
p(3,2)1----\--~+__-+__-----~--......n·-~

p(5,2)t---7~:::::±~:...--~

p(0,2) ..........-.

p(4,2) r---t------!t-----+--+--.-

y

L...----:..---~----......l.~~Ioool...oo~~.:....-----~~x

p(l,l) p(5,1) p(4,1) p(2,1) p(3,1)

Path example with M=5 and N=2.

Figure 1.2.
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1.3. Overview

Chapter 2 deals with the solution of the trajectory-planning problem if only continuity of
velocity is required, Le. acceleration may be discontinuous. First we consider a single
transition between two path segments. The transition parameters are adjusted if the path
deviation from the comer point does not satisfy the specified value. Then two transitions
are combined and rescaled if necessary. Finally all these transition pairs are combined and
the trajectories calculated. In Chapter 3, where continuity of acceleration is required, the
same strategy will be applied. The details of numerical implementation are presented in
Chapter 4 and results of simulation and experimentation in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 some
special properties of the method are reviewed. The usefulness of the algorithm in joint
space and extensions for other path constraints are discussed.
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2. Motion with Continuity of Velocity

2.1. Transition between Segments with a Parabolic Spline

Consider a single transition from one straight-line trajectory segment to another, as shown
in Figure 2.1. In order to provide for continuity of velocity at the comer point, we may

define position as some appropriate function of time. If we were to pick a polynomial
then, as we have four boundary conditions (position and velocity at both transition ends),
a third degree polynomial would be required. However, if we choose the transition to be

symmetrically over the interval-taJ2 :s; tr :s; +taJ2 (tat denotes the transition time), then a
second degree polynomial will suffice:

(2.1)

with derivatives

v =2 a2 tr + al ,

a =2 a2.

(2.2)

(2.3)

For each value of velocity Vo at the beginning of the transition, velocity VI at the end of

the transition, and transition time tat> 0, we can obtain the coefficients ao, aI, and a2,
from three of the four boundary conditions:

Pr

+dI

0

-do tr
v

VI

Vo 1---...::::::...-----1
"---+-----+-------+--~tr
a

at .........-~-----t_----_I

Parabolic spline transition trajectory for one dimension:
(relative) position, velocity and acceleration vs (relative) time.

Figure 2.1.
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Pr(-ttaJ = t a2 tal2 - t al tal + Cl{) = - t Vo tal,

Pr(+ttal) = t a2 tal2 + t al tal + Cl{) = + t VI tat,

V(-ttat) =- a2 tat + al =vo,

V (+ttaJ = + a2 tat + al = VI ,

1a2 = -2- (vI - Yo) ,
tat

1al = '2 (VI + Yo) ,

taao =-t (VI - Yo) .

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

We can now move from one straight-line segment to the other with continuous velocity.

The transition time tat is calculated with (2.11) from the segment velocities Vo and VI> and

transition acceleration at (all maximal to obtain a minimum-time solution):

(2.11)

The one-dimensional transition trajectory is specified by (2.1) using (2.8) - (2.10). Next

we shall extend this theory to the N-dimensional space.

For each segment and each axis the magnitudes of velocity and acceleration are specified

by vmax(m,n) and amax(m,n), m denoting the segment number, n the axis number. From

these kinematic constraints, the maximum velocities vs(m,n) and maximum accelerations

as(m,n), possible for each segment and axis, are calculated (they depend on the segment

slope). During transition, the smallest acceleration bounds of the adjacent segments are

applied. For each axis, the transition time can be calculated as stated above. The longest

time is applied to calculate the transition accelerations, so that the transition starts and ends
at the same time for each axis. Segment length, maximum segment velocity, maximum

segment acceleration, transition time and transition acceleration are given by:

ds(m,n) =p(m,n) - p(m-1,n) ,

()
ds(m,n)

V s m,n = -------
N I ds(m,n)

rrax
n = 1 vmax(m,n)

vs(m,n)
as(m,n) =------

N I vs(m,n)
rrax
n = 1 amax(m,n)

()
N I vs(m+1,n) - vs(m,n) I

tat m = rrax . ,
n= 1 mm {amax(m+1,n), amax(m,n)}

( )
vs(m+1,n) - vs(m,n)

al m,n = .....;;..~-----:-"""':""".;;....--

tat(m)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)
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In principle we could calculate a trajectory with continuity of velocity for a N-dimensional
straight-line path: accelerate (as) from rest to maximum velocity (vs), take the transition to
the next segment (al ), and proceed with maximum velocity; finally decelerate to rest again.
However, the deviation of the path from the comer points cannot be influenced, and the

segments must be long enough to ensure no interactions between successive transitions
(and for acceleration on the first and last segment). Next we shall pay attention to these

deviations and assume the permissible deviations as constraints.

2.2. Geometric Constraints for Parabolic Splines

Some important transition parameters are described first. The distance from the comer
point p(m,n) to the beginning of the transition is denoted by do > O. The velocity at the

transition begin is denoted by Vo > O. These do and Vo are distance and velocity along the
axis with maximum ds(m,n). The distances and velocities of the other axes are related
with the segment slope. The distance from the comer point to the end of the transition is

denoted by dl > 0, and the velocity at this end by VI > 0, where dl and VI are distance
and velocity along the axis with maximum ds(m+1,n). These parameters are related by:

do =t Vo tal'

dl = t VI tat·

(2.17)

(2.18)

Velocities VOn and Vln are used for making distinction between several axes, and denote
magnitude as well as direction.

In Figure 2.2 three different transitions are shown. Transition (0) needs to be corrected to
(1), while (2) stays within the prescribed tolerance (no correction necessary). To control

the deviation of the path from a comer point, we introduce the transition constant Cl- This
is the factor with wich velocities Vo and VI at both transition ends need to be multiplied,
so that the minimum distance from the transition path to the comer point equals rmax.

If Ct < 1, then Vo and VI are reduced with Cl; if Cl ~ 1, then no corrections are necessary.

Various transitions in N-dimensional Cartesian space.
Figure 2.2.
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Because Vo and VI are reduced with the same multiplier Cb from (2.15) it follows that the

transition time tat is also reduced with Cb so that do and dl are reduced with Ct2. Then the

transition trajectory of (2.1) becomes:

Pm =-21 (VIn - vOn) ti + 21 (VIn + vOn) Ct tr
tat

+ t;t (VIn - voJ ct2 . (2.19)

The transition constant is calculated so that the distance to the corner point equals rmax:

N

I Pm2 = rmax2 •

n = I

Substitution of (2.19) in (2.20) yields:

f(tr,c;) = ~ tr4 + a3 Ct tr3 + a2 ct2 ti + al Ct3 tr + ao ct4

-r 2- max,

where

(2.21)

N

~ =I {(VIn - voJ2 }
n = I

1
4 tat2 '

(2.22)

N N

a2 = I {(VIn - vOn)2} ~ +I {(VIn + vOn)2} ~,
n = I n = I

N

al = I {(VIn - VOn) (VIn + VOn)} t;t,
n = I

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

The minimum distance is found by requiring that the first panial derivative of f(tr,ct) with

respect to tr equals zero (if Ct =0 then tr =0):

(2.27)

Let

then te satifies:

te3 + b2 te2+ bI te + bo =0 ,

h- = 3 a3 bI =2L bo =~
Vi. 4 ~ , 2 ~ , 4 ~ .

(2.28)

(2.29)
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This third degree equation can be solved analytically. Only one real root will result. More

details are given in Section 4.1. By substituting (2.28) in (2.21) the transition constant
becomes:

r 2 l.
et ={ max } 4

~ te4 + a3 te3 + a2 te2 + al te + ao .

If Ct < 1, then Vo and VI are multiplied with Ct (tat> do and dl are also adjusted); if Ct ~ 1,

then no corrections are necessary. In many cases, Ct ~ 1 can be detected by calculating the

distance from the comer point to the transition path at tr =0, given by:

tat ( )Pm =8"" VIn - VOn ,

If this distance is small enough, Le.

N

L Pm2 $ rmax2 .

n = 1

(2.31 )

(2.32)

then the path comes within the specified tolerance, otherwise Ct has to be calculated as

stated above.

2.3. Combination of Parabolic Spline Transitions

Assume that all transition trajectories are calculated and satisfy the prescribed tolerances.

The next step is to combine wo successive transitions. If the distance (along the segment)

between roth transitions is large enough to accelerate from one to the other, then they fit.
If not, then what to do? Consider Figure 2.3 where the magnitudes of the axis velocities

at begin and end of the first transition are multiplied with CI, and those of the second

transition with C2. The multipliers CI and C2 are calculated so that the distance between

both transitions matches the distance to accelerate (with maximum acceleration as> 0)

from one to the other, i.e.

(2.33)

Combination of two parabolic spline transitions.

Figure 2.3.
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If we choose CI =C2 =cs, then segment constant Cs is defined by:

c - ds
s - I VI2- V22I .

dl +d2+ -""'2""--
as

(2.34)

If Cs < 1, then vo, vI, v2, v3, are actually reduced with Cs. This results in modifications of

both transition times with Cs, and do, dl, d2, d3, with ci. Because CI =C2, the distance
between both transitions increases, as the velocity difference decreases. So Cs is always

found. If Cs ~ 1, then the transitions fit and no corrections are necessary. Note that just

one axis needs to be considered to calculate the segment constant cs; the other distances,
velocities and accelerations are determined with the segment slope.

For each segment (for each pair of transitions) the segment constant is calculated with

(2.34), where dl =0 and VI =0 for the first segment, and d2 =0 and V2 =0 for the last
segment. A feasible trajectory can be constructed if the minimum-cs value is applied for all

segments, Le. multiply for each axis the magnitudes of the velocity at begin and end of all

transitions with Cs. Generally this method is not time-optimal at all. Therefore, only the

transition pair with minimum Cs is ready to be constructed, and Cs is re-calculated for both
adjacent segments. These segment constants can increase or decrease, but will be greater

than the minimum-cs value. However, they cannot be calculated with (2.34), because just
one transition can be adjusted, while the other is fixed. If the first transition is fixed and

the second can be adjusted with Cs, then Cs follows from (2.33), with CI =1 and C2 =Cs,

so that the segment constant becomes:

(2.35)

(2.36)
Cs = V22

d2+
2 as

If the first transition is variable and the second transition is fixed, the segment constant is

obtained by substitition of CI =Cs and C2 = 1 in (2.33):

(2.37)

(2.38)
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cs(2): 0.3 ~ 0.6 ~ 0.7

cs(5): O. 9 ~ 1

Construction order (es): 3 (0.2),1 (0.5), 2 (0.7),4 (0.8),5 (1).

Example of minimum-cs strategy.

Figure 2.4.

We proceed by searching for the next minimum-cs value among the remaining segments.

Then the trajectory of this segment can be calculated as well. Next the Cs values of the

adjacent segments are adjusted (if necessary), until all segments are ready for trajectory

construction.

We illustrate this minimum-cs strategy with the example in Figure 2.4. The minimum-cs
value is given by segment (3) and is therefore together with the adjacent transitions ready

for trajectory construction. The segment constants of (2) and (4) are re-calculated and

become 0.6, 0.8, respectively. Segment (1) has the next minimum-cs value, so that the

fIrst segment and transition can be constructed. The segment constant of (2) becomes 0.7
and is ready to be constructed with Cs =0.7. Then segment (4) follows with Cs=0.8, and

fmally (5) with Cs = 1. Now for each axis the entire trajectory can be constructed.

2.4. Trajectory Construction with Parabolic Splines

Construction of the path trajectory means determination of the manipulators position at

each point of time. For each axis this position is specifIed by a series of second degree

polynomials: p = a2 M 2+ al tot + (l{j , all splined together with continuity of velocity.

Instead of calculating the coefficients (l{j, al and a2, we specify each spline with the time

interval £\t, and with position and velocity at the end of the spline (position and velocity at
the starting point are known). First we shall examine these set points for a segment, and
afterwards for a transition.

Calculation of the segment set points requires only consideration of one axis. We calculate

the distance from a set point to the next corner point, then corresponding distances along

the other axes follow with the help of the segment slope. In the same way the set point

velocities for all axis are determined. The general velocity profile on a segment is shown

in Figure 2.5. We distinguish four cases. In (a) the manipulator moves with maximum

velocity along the segment. This appears if VI and V2 equal Vs' In (b) we have maximum

acceleration or deceleration from VI to V2: dI2 =I VI 2 - V221 / (2 as).lf dI2 is larger then
this minimum distance, then we assume maximum acceleration from VI to a certain Vrn

and maximum deceleration from Vrn to V2:
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v

2

V21----"""""::;.",e.--------------...-:te

VI t---.r

L---::::==========================:::::-~tFour cases are distinguished:
(a) 2, (b) 1 or 3, (c) 1+3, (d) 1+2+3 or 1+2 or 2+3.

General parabolic spline trajectory of a segment.
Figure 2.5.

E d1 :'E d12=ds -d 1 -d2
:'E

d2 :.

(a) •
V s

1 •lspl Vspl
E :.

dspl E :.

+as
(b) ••--.....-------......-------+-1---.......

lspl Vspl
:.

dspl EE~---~:'

+as -as
(c) ••--0+---------------......'-----+1----....

lspl vspl lsp2 vsp2
:'E :.

dsp2 oEE:-----:.~
dspl 4E:---.....;;...-----~:.

+as V s -as
(d) ••--+0-------11----------+1-----+1----......

lspl Vspl lsp2 Vsp2 lsp3 Vsp3
>E >E:'

dsp3 EE----~>
dsp2 oEE~-~----~:.

dspl oEE~-----..:....---------_+:.

Set point specification of a segment.
Figure 2.6.

V 2 - VI2 V 2- V22rn + rn d= 12·
2 as 2 as

The maximum velocity becomes:

vrn=Jt (VI2+V22)+d12 as'

(2.39)

(2.40)

If vrn :5 Vs then (c) occurs, otherwise (d): maximum acceleration from VI to Vs (if VI :¢: vs),

maximum velocity, and maximum deceleration from Vs to V2 (if V2:¢: vs). For each case
the set points are evaluated next (see Figure 2.6):
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dspI (a) =d2 ,

VspI(a) = v2 ,

d12
tspI(a) = -,

Vs

dspI(b) = d2,

VspI (b) =V2 ,

b)
I VI - v21

tspI( = ,
as

vrn
2 - V22

dspI(C) = 2 + d2,
as

VspI(C) =Vrn ,

Vrn -VI
t spI (c) = ,

as

dsp2(C) =d2 ,

Vsp2(C) =V2 ,

VspI (d) =Vs ,

Vs - VI
tspI(d) = ,

as

Vs2 - V22
dsp2(d) = 2 + d2 ,

as

vsp2(d) =Vs ,

Vs2 - t (VI2+ V22)
dI2 - ------

as
t sp2(d) =--------

Vs

dsp3(d) =d2 ,

vsp3(d) = V2 ,

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

(2.61)

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

Vsp =VI ,

t sp = tat.

The transition consists of one spline. The set point is specified by position and velocity at
the transition end, and the transition time (the position of each axis can be derived from

the distance between set point and next corner point of a particular axis):

dsp = ds - d l ,
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2.5. Real-Time Implementation for Parabolic Splines

(2.65)

In the foregoing we assumed that the whole path is known at execution start. However,

we strive for a real-time solution, so we want a limited-point look-ahead. A piece of

trajectory is executed if it is not influenced by looking ahead further. The last read part of

a path is shown in Figure 2.7. The trajectory up to point P does not change anymore and

can therefore be executed, if the concerned segment constants are fixed. This appears if

segment constant CsI is greater (or equal) than 1, and remains greater (or equal) than 1, no

matter what Cs2 will become if yet another point is read. If Cs2 ~ 1, then V2 is not adjusted,

so that CsI ~ 1. If Cs2 < 1, then CsI remains greater (or equal) than 1 if

VI 2 - Cs22 V22
-----::---- ~ ds - dl - Cs22 d2,

2 as

which is equivalent to

(2.66)

If d2 ~ V22 / (2 as)' then (2.67) must hold:

(2.67)

If d2 < V22 / (2 as), then (2.68) must hold:

(2.68)

Equation (2.67) is no restriction, because we assumed CsI ~ 1. The segment constant CsI

remains greater (or equal) than 1 if condition (2.68) holds, i.e. if the manipulator can stop

from point P to point Q, then the trajectory of the critical section up to P can be executed.

In this way at least two points are looked ahead. So after reading the next point and

calculating the segment parameters, we determine the transition to this segment and adjust

it with Ct if necessary. Then Cs is calculated of the previous segment. If Cs ~ 1 and (2.68)

holds, then the critical section is executed. The next critical section is searched for, by
reading new points.

csI ~ 1

P

Last read part of a path, composed with parabolic splines.

Figure 2.7.
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3. Motion with Continuity of Acceleration

3.1. Transition between Segments with Cubic Splines

Parabolic splines are desirable for achieving a minimum-time trajectory. However, using
"bang-bang" accelerations can introduce transients into the motion as well as possibly
exciting structural resonances. One means of controlling these problems is to limit the

jerk. Therefore, we shall compose the path trajectory with cubic splines.

(3.1)

In Chapter 2 a square-wave acceleration is used for the transition between two successive
segments. The same velocity change is achieved with a trapezoidal acceleration as stated
in Figure 3.1. The rise time tjt is defined by the jerk jt during transition. If jt is small, or
the velocity change is small, then tjt can become greater than tal> as shown in Figure 3.2.

By equalization of the velocity changes the half transition time tj satisfies:

2 t· ·2'2 Jt tJ =at tat·

With tjt =at! jt we obtain (3.4); (3.2) and (3.3) follow from Figure 3.1.

Pr
,~

~/
~~

·,.
v

"
'''''''''--

,/
/

-/
...·a

" t3(- .- ,.

/
/ "". ·

j - ... ! !
,.

tjt
. "' tjt1\

...·

+dt

Vo

o
-do

-tj -ta 0 +ta +tj

Cubic spline transition trajectory (tjt < tat).
Figure 3.1.
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a

< t3t

tj =t (tat + tjt) ,

ta = t (tat - tjt) .

If tjt ~ tat then

tj =Jtat tjt ,

ta =0 .

~t ~t

Transition acceleration, if tjt > tat.

Figure 3.2.

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

For each segment m and axis n the magnitude of the maximum allowable jerk is specified

by jmax(m,n). During transition from one segment to another the smallest of both segment

bounds is applied. The segment jerk js, rise time tjt> and transition jerk jt are given by
(compare with (2.14) - (2.16)):

. () as(m,n)
Js m,n =-------

N I as(m,n) I
nrlX. )
n = 1 Jmax(m,n

. () N I at(m,n) ItJt m = nrlX . . ,
n = 1 min (Jmax(m+1,n), Jmax(m,n)}

. ( ) _ at(m,n)
Jt m,n - . ( ) .

tJt m

(3.7)

(3.8)

The N-dimensional transition trajectory is calculated next. Jerk, acceleration, velocity, and

position (relative to the corner point) are given for each axis n.

-tj $ tr $ -ta:

j(n) = jtn ,

a(n) =jtn (tr + tj) ,

v(n) =t j01 (tr + tj)2 + VOn ,

Pr(n) = t j01 (tr + tj)3 + VOn tr .

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11 )

(3.12)
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j(n) =0 ,

a(n) = atn ,

v(n) =atn tr + t (VIn + VOn) ,

Pr(n) =t at tr2 + t (VIn + vOn) tr

1 2I( ) 1"3- '2 at ta + '2 vIn - VOn ta + '6 Jtn tJt .

+ta ;5; tr ;5; +tj:

j(n) = - jtn ,

a(n) =- jtn (tr - tj) ,

v(n) =- t jtn (tr - tj)2 + vIn ,

Pr(n) =- ~ jtn (tr - tj)3 + vIn tr .

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Note that jtn, atn, VOn and VIn indicate for each axis n, magnitude as well as direction. On

the other hand do, d}, Vo and VI denote only the magnitude for a particular axis.

The transition trajectory can now be calculated with continuity of acceleration. First we

evaluate VOn, VIn, with (2.13), and tat> atn, tjt> jtn, with (2.15), (2.16), (3.7), (3.8),
respectively. Next tj and ta are obtained from (3.2) - (3.5). The distances from the corner

point to transition begin and end are used for calculation of the segment trajectory:

do =Vo tj ,

dl = VI tj .

(3.21 )

(3.22)

The transition trajectory is specified by (3.12), (3.16) and (3.20). If tjt < tat> then the

transition trajectory consists of three cubic splines (the parabolic spline is considered as a

cubic spline with a3 =0); otherwise it consists of two cubic splines.

3.2. Geometric Constraints for Cubic Splines

The path deviation at a corner point is controlled with the transition constant Ct. If the

transition path does not come within a radius rmax from the corner point, then Ct < 1, and

the velocities Vo and VI at both transition ends are multiplied with Ct. The consequence of

this is that tat> tj and ta, do and dI, are modified as well. Multiplier Ct is calculated so that

the minimum distance from path to corner point equals rmax (Figure 3.3).

First we examine the case with the minimum distance at the central spline (-ta < tr < +ta).

Note that this spline gets smaller with decreasing Ct> and does not appear if tjt ~ Ct tat. The

square of the distance from the transition path to the corner point for a particular tr and Ct
is denoted by f(tr,cu and can be calculated with (3.16), if VOn and VIn are multiplied with

Ct and ta =(Ct tat - tjt) /2. The minimum distance equals rmax if tr and Ct satisfy:
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Ct Vo

Transition after modification with multiplier Ct.

Figure 3.3.

N

a3 = L {am (Vln + v(}n)} i.
n = I

N

a2 =L {(Vln + v()n)2} c~2
n = 1

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

N

+ L {am (Vln - VOn) }
n = 1

Ct 1a
2

1a
2

2

N
~ '3

+ £..J {jm am} !f. (3.27)
n = I

N

al =L {(Vln - vOn) (Vln + vOn)} Ct~1a

n = 1

N

-L {am (Vln + VOn) }
n = I

Ct 1a2

2

N
~ {. } 1jt3 Ct+ £..J Jtn (Vln + v(}n)
n=1 6

(3.28)
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N

ao = L {(VIn - VonP }
n = I

N

-L {atn (VIn - VOn) }
n = I

N

+ L {jtn (VIn - voJ }
n = I

Ct ta3

2

(3.29)

For a particular transition constant Ct> (3.24) becomes a third degree equation. This means
that the relative time tr, of the point on the transition path with minimum distance to the
corner point, can be solved analytically. For all Ct there is just one solution for tn because
just one point with minimum distance to the corner point exists (Figure 3.3). A method
for solving this equation is given in Section 4.1. The transition constant can be obtained
numerically from (3.23) with Newton's iteration method: for a particular Ch tr is obtained
from (3.24), and by substituting tr in (3.23) a new Ct is found using f(tr,ct) and the fIrst
derivative of f(tncJ with respect to Ct

where

N

b3 = L {atn (VIn + vOn)} ~,
n = I

N

b2 = L {(Vln + vOn)2} ~t
n = I

N 1
~ { } '2 Ct tat + ta+.£..J atn (VIn - vOn) 2
n = I

(3.30)

(3.31)

tat ta
2

(3.32)
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N

-L {am (VIn + vOn) }
n = I

(3.33)

N

-L {am (VIn - vOn) }
n = I

tat ta
3

2

For -tj ~ tr ~ -ta, f(tncJ and of(tr,cJlotr are obtained from (3.12), giving

with

N

as =L {jm2 } ~ •
n = I

N N

~ {. 2} 5 ti ~ {. } Ct
34 =~ Jtn 12 + "-' Jm VOn 3"'

n=l n=I

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)
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N

+I. {von
2 } Ct2 ,

n = 1

N N
~ {. 2} tjS ~ {. } Ct

al ="L,.. Jtn -6- +~ Jtn VOn "3'
n=l n=l

N
_~ {. 2} tj6ao - ~ Jtn "'"'3'6 .

n = 1

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

These equations can be solved by applying Newton's iteration method. For this we need
the first derivative of df(tr,Ct)/dtr with respect to tr

d2~(tr~Ct) =30 a6 tr4 + 20 as tr3+ 12114 tr2+ 6 a3 tr + 2 a2 , (3.44)
tr

and the fIrst derivative of f(tnct) with respect to Ct

where

N

bs =I. {jtn2} dtj/dCt

n=l 6

N

b4 =I. {jtn2 } 5 dt~dCt tj
n = 1

N

b3 =I. {jtn2} 5 dtj/~Ct tP
n = 1

N

+I. {jtn vOn} (tj + Ct dtj/dCt) ,
n = 1

N

b2 =I. {jtn2} 5 dtj/~Ct tP
n = 1

N

+I. {jtn vOn} (tP + 2 Ct dtj/dCt tj)
n = 1

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)
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N
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n=I
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(3.49)

If tjt < tat then

otj/<)ct = t tat,

else

(3.50)

(3.51 )

(3.52)

(3.53)

Comparing (3.12) with (3.20) shows that for +ta $ tr $ +tj the transition constant can be
calculated with the same formulas, if we substitute jtn = - jtn, tj = - tj, otj/OCt = - otyacb

and VOn = VIn.

The distance from the path to the corner point is minimal at one of the three transition
splines. In each case the transition constant is calculated as stated in the foregoing. For
more details of the numerical calculation we refer to Section 4.1. If Ct < 1, then Vo and VI
are reduced with Ct. If Ct ~ 1, then the minimum distance is smaller than rmax, so that no
corrections are necessary.

3.3. Combination of Cubic Spline Transitions

Two transitions are combined with segment constant Cs' No adjustments are necessary if
the distance between them is large enough to accelerate from one to the other: Cs ~ 1. If
not, then velocities vo, VI, V2, V3, at the transition ends are multiplied with cs. Just one
axis is considered because other distances, velocities, accelerations and jerks are related
with the segment slope (Figure 3.4).

Let tjs = as I js, tas = I VI - V2 II as, and d12 the distance to accelerate with maximum
acceleration as and maximumjerkjs from cI VI to C2 V2, then Cs satisfies

f(c s) =dl + d12 + d2 - ds =0 ,

and is determined with Newton's iteration method using

of(cs) odl od12 Od2
-=:,...;....:;,;.,=-+--+-oCs oCs oCs oCs '

(3.54)

(3.55)
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Combination of two cubic spline transitions.
Figure 3.4.

If tjtI < Cs tatl then

dl =Cs VI { t (cs tatl + tjtt)} •

ad l { 1 . }
~ = VI Cs tatl + 2" tJtI •ucs

else

If tjs < Cs tas then

d12 = Cs (VI + V2) { t (cs tas + tjs)} •

else

If tj12 < Cs ta12 then

d2 = Cs V2 { t (cs ta12 + tj12)} •

ad2 { 1 . }
~ = V2 Cs ta12 + 2" tJ12 •ucs

else

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)
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The last step in our continuous path algorithm is combination of the transition pairs with

the minimum-cs strategy, as explained in Section 2.3. If the minimum segment constant is

found, the Cs values of the adjacent segments must be re-calculated. In this situation one

transition is already fixed while the other is still variable. If dl is fixed then dI2 satisfies

(3.68) - (3.71); if d2 is fixed then d12 satisfies (3.72) - (3.75).

If tjs < tas(cs) =I VI - Cs V2 1/ as then

dI2 =(VI + Cs V2) { t (tas(cs) + tjs)} ,

ddI2 { 1 . vI + Cs V2 }
dC

s
=V2 '2 (tas(cs) + tjs) + 2 as '

else

If tjs < tas(cs) = I Cs VI - V21 / as then

d12 =(cs VI + V2) { t (tas(cs) + tjs)} ,

dd 12 { 1 . Cs vI + v2 }-:\- =VI '2 (tas(cs) + tjs) + 2 '
uCs as

else

(3.68)

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)

(3.75)

The transitions are adjusted by multiplying the velocities at the transition ends with Cs < 1,
calculated with the minimum-cs strategy, so that a feasible trajectory can be constructed.

3.4. Trajectory Construction with Cubic Splines

The cubic spline trajectory is composed with a series of third degree polynomials:

p = a3 ~t3 + a2 ~t2 + al ~t + ao , (3.76)

with derivative

V =3 a3 ~t2 + 2 a2 ~t + a1 . (3.77)

If position Pb and velocity Vb at the beginning of a spline are known, together with Pe and

Ve at the end, and time interval ~t, then coefficients ao, aI, a2, a3, are given by:

ao = Pb, (3.78)

(3.79)
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(3.80)

(3.81)

As position and velocity at the starting point are known, each spline is specified by its set

point: position and velocity at the end of the spline, and the spline duration.

The general velocity profile on a segment is shown in Figure 3.5. To obtain the set points

we have to calculate the maximum segment velocity Vm (max {VI,V2} S Vm S vs). Note

that again just one axis needs to be considered. If the distance to accelerate from VI to V2

equals dl2, then Vm = max {VI,V2}. If max {VI,V2} = vs, then Vm = Vs' In all other cases

Vm is evaluated numerically, as stated below.

v

V21-.....---+--+----+--.......;---.......;-+--...-.;;-..

>E

L..-~-~-"-~~--~~-......;E_--_+H*--___;......+ t
tjs I tlls I tjs I tjs2 tlls2 tjs2

> E
tm2

General cubic spline trajectory of a segment.

Figure 3.5.

< dl :>E dIm >E dm >E

+js +as -Js V s -Js
• I I I I I

vspl vsp2 Vsp3 vsp4

tsp1 tsp2 tsp3 1sp4 tsp5E)( )( )( >(

vsp5 Vsp6 Vsp7

L6 tsp7
>('l>p>( )

dsp7 E<--)~
dsp6 ....E;...--------]).

dsp5 <EE~-----)~
dsp4 ....E~---------~)

dsp3 oEE:----------------+)
dsp2 oEE:.-----------------~)dspl ....<~ ----+)

Set point specification of a segment.

Figure 3.6.
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If dm> 0 then Vm=vs, otherwise Vm satisfies (Figure 3.6):

(3.82)

This equation is solved with Newton's iteration method, using the first derivative of dm
with respect to Vm:

(3.83)

with

(3.84)

(3.85)

and

adm2 1 { ( ) atm2}-- ='2 tm2+ Vm +V2 --
dvm aVm

else

tm2 = tas + tjs ,

atm2 1
dvm = as

else

(3.86)

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)

(3.90)

(3.91)

(3.92)

(3.93)

(3.94)

(3.95)

The segment set points can now be calculated with Vm, dm, dIm, dm2, tIm, tm2. We also

use (see Figure 3.6):
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· amI
tJsl = -.- •

Js
· I .

VJsl = 2 amI tJsl •

d · 1"Jsl ='3 VJsI tJsl •

· am2
tJs2 =-.-,

.ls
· 1 .

VJs2 = '2 am2 tJs2 ,

tas2 =tm2 - 2 tjs2 .

If tIm> 0 then

dspl = d s - dl - VI tjsl - djsl •

Vspl = VI + vjsl ,

t spl = tjsl •

if tasl > 0 then

d sp2 = ds - dl - dIm + Vm tjsl - djsl ,

Vsp2 =Vm - vjsl ,

t sp2 =tasl •

if Vm=Vs or tm2 =0 then

d sp3 = d s - dl - dIm,

Vsp3 =Vm ,

t sp3 = tjsl ,

else tmem =tjsl .

If Vm = Vs then

V sp4 = Vm ,

dm
t sp4 =-.Vm

(3.96)

(3.97)

(3.98)

(3.99)

(3.100)

(3.101)

(3.102)

(3.103)

(3.104)

(3.105)

(3.106)

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.109)

(3.110)

(3.111)

(3.112)

(3.113)

(3.114)

(3.115)

(3.116)

(3.117)
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If tm2 > 0 then

dsp5 = d2 + dm2 - Vm tjs2 + djs2 ,

Vsp5 = vm - VJs2 ,

t sp5 = tjs2 + tmem ,

if tas2> 0 then

dsp6 =d2 + V2 tjs2 + djs2 ,

t sp6 = tas2 ,

Vsp7 = V2,

t sp7 = tjs2 .

(3.118)

(3.119)

(3.120)

(3.121 )

(3.122)

(3.123)

(3.124)

(3.125)

(3.126)

The transition trajectory has been treated in Section 3.1. The set points can be calculated

with these formulas if VOn, Vln, and tat are adjusted with Ct and cs. If tjt < tat> then the

transition consists of three splines. The fIrst transition set point is calculated with (3.12)
and (3.11), substituting tr =-tao The set point time is tj - tao The second set point follows

from (3.20) and (3.19) with tr = +ta, and set point time 2 tao The last set point is situated

on a segment. So consideration of one axis suffices. The set point is defined by dl, VI.

and time tj - tao

3.5. Real-Time Implementation for Cubic Splines

To obtain a real-time solution as few points as possible are looked ahead, which means

that a piece of trajectory is executed if it is not influenced by reading another point. Now

consider Figure 3.7, showing the last read part of a path. The trajectory up to P is fixed if
Csi ~ I, and remains greater (or equal) than 1 for all Cs2 < 1, i.e.

d12(Cs2) S ds - dl - d2(cs2), (3.127)

where dI2(Cs2) is the distance to accelerate from VI to Cs2 V2, given by (3.68) and (3.70).

P

Csi ~ 1

Last read part of a path, composed with cubic splines.

Figure 3.7.
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d2(Cs2) is obtained from (3.64) and (3.66). If the maximum of d12(Cs2) + d2(Cs2), for

Cs2 < 1, is still less than ds - d}, then Csl remains greater (or equal) than 1, so that the
trajectory up to P can be executed. This approach will lead to a rather time-consuming

numerical solution.

Analytically, a condition can be found, sufficient (not necessary) to guarantee that Csl will

remain greater (or equal) than 1 for Cs2 < 1, namely if the distance to stop with maximum

acceleration and jerk from Vl is less than or equals ds - dl - d2:

if tjs < tas then

ds - dl - d2 ~ Vl tas+ tjs
2

else

(3.128)

(3.129)ds-dl-d2~Vl Jtastjs,

where tjs =as I js and tas =Vl I as.

If this condition holds, it is certainly possible to accelerate from Vl to Cs2 V2, which means

that Csl ~ 1. If Vl $ V2, even a better condition can be derived: if Vl - (V2 - Vl) $ 0 or

otherwise if the distance to stop from Vl is less than or equal to ds - dl - d2" where d2'

is d2 modified with c = (2 Vl - V2) I V2:

if tjt2 < tat2 then

d ' - c tat2 + tjt2
2 - c V2 2 '

else

(3.130)

(3.131)
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4. Numerical Implementation

4.1. Calculation of the Transition Constant

In Chapter 2 the transition constant is calculated by solving the one real root from the

third degree equation (2.29). We shall now give an analytical solution for this problem.
Consider the third degree equation

x 3 + a2 X2 + al x + an =0 .

Substitution of x = y - a2/ 3 yields

y3 + 3 P Y - q = 0 ,

with

Assume that y = u + y is a root of (4.2), then substitution gives:

u3 + y3 + 3 (u + y) (u v + p) - q =0 .

If u y =- p, then

u3 +y3 = q,

u3 y3 = _ p3.

This means that u3 and y3 are the roots of the second degree equation

z2 - q Z - p3 = 0 ,

and therefore become:

u3 = t (q +Jq2 + 4 p3 ) ,

y3 = t (q - Jq2 + 4 p3 ) .

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

If q2 + 4 p3 > 0, then u3 and v3 are real numbers. One real root and two complex roots

will be found in this case. We are only interested in the real root of (4.1), which is given
by:

x = u + v -t a2· (4.11)

This method is also used to solve tr from (3.24) for a particular Ct> where tr corresponds
with a point on the central (parabolic) spline. The transition path consists of three splines.

Does there exist a simple method to determine on what spline the distance is minimal?

To answer this question consider Figure 4.1.
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Vb = Jttbn; v, = Jj;.V",,'
v.=J~vm,'

tr=O tr>O

.JtI'~------~vbl

Val =t (Vb2 + Ve2)

R'" ) Val =t (Vbl + Ve})

Transition path if Vb > Ve•

Figure 4.1.

If the velocity in the path direction at the beginning of the transition is greater than at the
end (Vb> ve), then distance OQ (= QP) is greater than OS (= ST). At tr = 0 the transition
path contacts tangent QS in R. Point R lies in the middle of QS, because the same distance
is covered by moving from P to R on the transition path during the half transition time, or
by moving from P to Q with velocity Vb during a quarter of the transition time and from Q
to R with the average velocity Va also during a quarter of the transition time. This means
that at a certain tr > 0 the distance to the comer point is smaller than at tr = O. So the fIrst
cubic spline needs not to be considered when calculating the transition constant.

To reduce the computing time it is also possible to consider only the central spline. If the
jerk is large enough, the minimum distance will occur at the central spline. If not, then
still a correct solution will be found, however not optimal, as shown in Figure 4.2.

extrapolated central (parabolic) spline

Approximation of the transition constant if only the central spline is considered.
Figure 4.2.
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4.2. The Continuous Path Program

We shall give a brief description of the program that calculates the trajectory set points.
Before execution of the Continuous Path program dimension N must be specified. The
user may choose between parabolic or cubic polynomial splines, and between off-line or
real-time calculation. In the off-line mode the whole path is examined before calculation of
the set points; in the real-time mode as few points as possible are looked ahead. The path
is given by the corner points and corresponding tolerances. The physical constraints of
the manipulator are specified by the maximum velocity, the maximum acceleration, and
eventually the maximum jerk, possible on each segment.

The path specification, the physical constraints, and some calculated essential parameters
are stored in the data structure as shown in Figure 4.3. The AXIS_TYPE record contains

the specific information of an axis for a particular segment with successive transition: p,
Vmax, amalt , (imax), ds, vs, as, (is), (at), (it), where the parameters between brackets are
not used for parabolic splines. The LINE_TYPE record contains the complete information
of a segment with successive transition: rmax , ds, vs, as, (is), tab (tj0, dI, vI. varl, dz,
vz, var2, cs, ready, where ds, vs, as, and js are obtained from the axis with maximum ds.
The AXIS_TYPE values denote magnitude as well as direction, while the LINE_TYPE values
are all positive, only denoting the magnitude. The parameters dI, VI, dz, v2, are modified
with the transition constant, so that Ct needs not to be stored. The segment constant is
stored to solve a critical section with the minimum-cs strategy, where varl and var2 are
used to indicate whether a transition is provisional or definite. H a segment is ready to be
constructed, this is indicated by ready.

We shall now give a decomposition of the Continuous Path program, with the description
of each procedure.

PREV_UNE
LINE_TYPE LINE_TYPE

PREV_LINE

NEXT_llNE NEXT_llNE
FIRST_AXIS FIRST_AXIS

AXIS_TYPE AXIS_TYPE

NEXT_AXIS NEXT_AXIS

AXIS_TYPE AXIS_TYPE

NEXT_AXIS NEXT_AXIS

Data structure used in the Continuous Path program.

Figure 4.3.
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OPEN_CP starts the Continuous Path algorithm.

IMPORT_EXPORT_FIRST_POINT imports fIrst corner point and exports fIrst set point.

READ_CONFIGURATION reads dimension N and user specifIed options.

NEW_TAIL_LINE_AND_AXES creates the data structure for line and axis data.

READ] reads position p of the fIrst corner point.

WRIlE]_V exports position and velocity of the first set point.

READ_VMAX reads universal velocity limit Vmax (option).

READ_AMAX reads universal acceleration limit amax (option).

READ_JMAX reads universal jerk limitjmax (option).

READ_RMAX reads universal tolerance specification rmax (option).

IMPORT_NEXT_POINT imports next corner point, physical and geometric constraints.

NEW_TAIL_LINE_AND_AXES extends the data structure for new line and axis data.

READ] reads position p of the next corner point.

READ_VMAX reads velocity limit Vmax for a particular segment.

READ_AMAX reads acceleration limit amax for a particular segment.

READ_JMAX reads jerk limit jmax for a particular segment.

READ_RMAX reads tolerance specification rmax at a particular corner point.

CALC_SEGMENT calculates and stores the parameters of a particular segment.

CALC_OS calculates for each axis ds.

CALC_VS calculates for each axis vS•

CALC_AS calculates for each axis as.

CALC_JS calculates for each axis js.

CALC_FIRST_TRANSITION initializes the parameters of the fIrst transition.

NEXT_POINT_AVAILABLE determines if a next point is available to be read.

CALC_TRANSITION calculates and stores the parameters of a particular transition.

CALC_TAT calculates tat.

CALC_AT calculates at.

CALC_TIT calculates tjt.

CALC_IT calculates jt.

CALC_CT adjusts d2 ,V2 , dl, vI. and tat with Ct> to satisfy the prescribed tolerance.

CT_2 calculates the transition constant Ct for parabolic splines.

ONLY_REAL_ROOT_30_EQUATION solves a third degree equation.

CT_3 calculates the transition constant Ct for cubic splines.

ONLY_REAL_ROOT_30_EQUATION solves a third degree equation.

CALC_CS stores the segment constant Cs for the minimum-cs strategy.

CS_2_VAR12 calculates Cs for parabolic splines, if both transitions are variable.

CS_2_VAR2 calculates cs, if only the second transition is variable.

CS_2_VARI calculates cs, if only the first transition is variable.
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CS_3_VAR12 calculates Cs for cubic splines, if both transitions are variable.
CS_3_VAR2 calculates cs, if only the second transition is variable.
CS_3_VARI calculates cs, if only the fIrst transition is variable.

END_CRITICAL_SECTION detennines if no more points need to be looked ahead.

PROCESS_SEGMENTRANSITION processes a segment with successive transition.
CONSTRUCT_SEGMEN1RANSmON calculates segment and transition set points.

CONSTRUCT_SEGMENT_2 constructs the segment trajectory with parabolic splines.
EXPORT_SET_POINT calculates p, v, and tot of the set point.

WRITE_P_V exports set point position and velocity.
WRITE_T exports the duration of the spline.

CONSTRUCT_TRANSITION_2 constructs a parabolic spline transition.
EXPORT_SET_POINT calculates p, v, and tot of the set point.

CONSTRUCT_SEGMENT_3 constructs the segment trajectory with cubic splines.
CALC_VM calculates the maximum velocity on a particular segment
EXPORT_SET_POINT calculates p, v, and tot of the set point.

CONSTRUCT_TRANSmON_3 constructs a cubic spline transition.
WRITE_P_V exports set point position and velocity.

WRITE_T exports the duration of the spline.
EXPORT_SET_POINT calculates p, v, and tot of the set point.

DISPOSE_HEAD_LINE_AND_AXES disposes data of constructed segments.

PROCESS_CRITICAL_SECTION processes a critical section.
PROCESS_CS_MIN processes the minimum-cs segment.

PROCESS_CS_MIN_PREV_SEGMENT processes the segment before minimum cs.

CONSTRUCT_SEGMEN1RANSmON calculates segment and transition set points.

CALC_CS re-calculates the segment constant.
PROCESS_CS_MIN_SEGMENT processes the minimum-cs segment.

CONSTRUCT_SEGMENTRANSmON calculates segment and transition set points.
PROCESS_CS_MIN_NEXT_SEGMENT processes the segment after minimum cS•

CALC_CS re-calculates the segment constant.
CONSTRUCT_SEGMENTRANSmON calculates segment and transition set points.

PROCESS_LAST_CRITICAL_SECTION processes the last critical section.
CONSTRUCT_SEGMENTRANSmON calculates segment and transition set points.
CALC_CS calculates the segment constant of the last segment.
PROCESS_CRITICAL_SECTION processes a critical section.

CLOSE_CP tenninates the Continuous Path algorithm.

Finally a flow chart of the main program is presented in Figure 4.4.
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IMPORT_EXPORT_FlRST]OINT
IMPORT_NEXT_POINT

CALC_SEGMENT
CALC_FlRST_TRANSITION

IMPORT_NEXT_POINT
CALC_SEGMENT

CALC_TRANSITION
CALC_CT
CALC_CS

IMPORT_NEXT_POINT
CALC_SEGMENT

CALC_TRANSITION
CALC_CT
CALC_CS

PROCESS_LAST_
CRmCAL_SECTION

CLOSE_CP

PROCESS
CRITICAL_SECTION

PROCESS_
SEGMEN1RANSmON

Flow chart of the Continuous Path program.
Figure 4.4.
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5. Results of Simulation and Experimentation

An example of a Canesian path travelled by the manipulator's end-effector will be used to
illustrate the Continuous Path program. The two-dimensional path, detailed in Figure 5.1,
consists of five straight-line segments. At begin and end point the manipulator is at rest,
while at the intennediate comer points the path must satisfy the prescribed tolerance. For
each axis the velocity is limited to I m/s and the acceleration to 10 m/s2• First we consider
parabolic splines for trajectory construction, so the jerk is infmite.

For this path example, the most important features of the Continuous Path program are
presented in Table 5.1: transition constant Cb segment constant Cs, when a segment is
read, ready for trajectory construction (after been chosen by the minimum-cs strategy),
and when fmally the set points are computed for a segment with successive transition. We
see that not the whole path needs to be known for trajectory construction. After four
points have been read, the trajectory of the first segment and transition is computed. The
rest of the path is a critical section so that the minimum-cs strategy is applied. The fifth
segment has the smallest segment constant, so that its trajectory could be constructed.

y(mm)

100

60

50

40

20

+----r---------------r---...----,~X (mm)
o 20

A two-dimensional path example.

Figure 5.1.

100 110 120
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Table 5.1.
Chronological reproduction of the Continuous Path algorithm for the path example.

l"- . Segment / Transition number "-"-
I 2 3 4 5

, read segment
read segment

T Ct - 0.53
i Cs - 0.85

m read segment

e Ct - 0.44
Cs > 1

ready to construct

construct trajectory
read segment

Ct =0.63
Cs - 0.90

read segment

Ct - 0.60
Cs - 0.71

Cs - 0.53
ready to construct

Cs - 0.71
ready to construct

Cs > 1
ready to construct

construct trajectory
ready to construct

construct trajectory

"
construct trajectory

construct trajectory

However, the previous segments are not ready to be constructed, so it needs to wait. The
segment constant of the fourth segment is re-calculated, and the next minimum-cs segment
is searched for, until the whole critical section can be constructed. The resulting path is
shown in Figure 5.1. The velocity and acceleration profiles are presented in Figure 5.2
and 5.3. In Figure 5.4 the acceleration is shown if the jerk is limited to WOO m/s3.

v (m/s)
+1

Velocity corresponding to the path of Figure 5.1 Umax =00).

Figure 5.2.
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ax (m/s2) 1\

+10
- -

'-'

o+--.....--~-+-.....;..----++...;....--+-+----ir---l----~:- t (s)

-10. '"-. .-.
51 T1 I 52 T2 153 T3 fi41 T4 I55

o ; ~ t (s)
: 0.431

-10 +-.........1

Acceleration corresponding to the path of Figure 5.1 Grnax =00).

Figure 5.3.

o+--.f----.....f---4~;__--....-A:__i_-_+__T___1_---f._+ t (s)

-10

ax (m/s2)

+10

T2

o+--+---~-+___---'tf_~____!~-!__~t (s)
: 0.477

-10

Acceleration corresponding to the path of Figure 5.1 Grnax =1000 m/s3).

Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.2.
Total travelling time for various tolerance specifications and jerk limits.

rmax(l) (mm) 15 0.1 0

rmax (2) (mm) 10 0.1 0

rmax(3) (mm) 5 0.1 0

rmax (4) (mm) 5 0.1 0

Total Travelling Time (s) jmax (m/s3)

0.431 0.550 0.568 00

0.435 0.558 0.573 10000

0.477 0.637 0.620 1000

0.858 1.157 1.074 100

The total travelling time for parabolic splines amounts to 0.431 seconds. If the jerk is
limited to 1000 m/s3, then 0.477 seconds are necessary for the example path. The fastest
way of travelling from begin to end point is achieved by specifying no tolerance circles at
the corner points (rmax = 00). Then the Continuous Path program will adjust the calculated
single transitions only with the segment constant and not with the transition constant, so

that even in this case the path will at least contact the straight-line segments. Of course this
minimum travelling time of 0.42 seconds is obtained with parabolic splines.

We would expect that by decreasing the radius of the tolerance circle the travelling time
increases. However, Table 5.2 shows that this is not so for small tolerance specifications
and small jerk limits. In that case point-to-point motion can be faster than continuous path
motion. The cause of this phenomenon is the way of constructing the transition trajectory:
at begin and end of the transition, the acceleration is forced to zero (see Figure 5.4). The
smaller the jerk, the greater the time loss in comparison with the point-to-point motion.
For a single transition this problem can be avoided by taking into account an acceleration
at both transition ends, yielding six boundary conditions instead of four. Problems arise
with the geometric constraints and the combination of several transitions: the velocities at
the transition ends cannot simply be multiplied with the transition constant or the segment

constant! That is the reason, we assumed zero acceleration at the transition ends, so that
the same strategy can be applied as with parabolic splines. Besides, in practice the jerk
and tolerance specifications will be large enough to eliminate this problem.

The Continuous Path program has been Vv'Titten in Pascal and run on a DEC VAX-11n80.
The total computing time for this path example amounts to about 0.02 s. This is fast
enough for a real-time implementation. The program has been tested in the F.A.M.M.
project of Philips C.F.T. for parabolic splines, and a manipulator with two rotary joints.
The calculated two-dimensional Cartesian trajectory is transformed to joint space, by
transforming position and velocity every 10 ms, and then applying cubic interpolation.
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6. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We have developed a trajectory-planning method in Cartesian space with physical and
geometric constraints included. The path to follow is specified by a series of straight-line
segments. Transition from one segment to the next is realized by rounding the corner, the
path coming within a specified distance to the corner point. Velocity, acceleration, and
jerk, are bounded for each segment independently. The path trajectory is computed real
time, which means that as few points as possible are looked ahead and preferably no time
consuming iteration processes are necessary: if parabolic splines are used, a completely
analytical solution is presented.

A minimum-time solution is obtained in that sence, that there is always at least one axis
with maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, or maximum jerk. However, it may be
possible that the point-to-point motion along the straight-line segments is faster than the
continuous path motion. This happens for small jerk limits and small tolerances around
the corner point, which do not arise in practice. The time loss is also small in comparison
with the losses that occur by not fully utilizing the manipulator's capabilities: velocity,
acceleration and jerk limits are assumed identical on the whole segment. This inefficiency
can be reduced by taking smaller segments or by solving the trajectory-planning problem
in joint space.

The Cartesian path is actually specified as shown in Figure 6.1, where the path follows

the straight-line segments as long as possible and at least contacts the segment. Another
feature of the Continuous Path algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2: if two extra points are
defmed before and after the corner point, the transition path stays within the denoted area.

Path specification of the Continuous Path program.
Figure 6.1.

Tolerance specification at a corner point by adding two knot points.
Figure 6.2.
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Transfonnation of the path specification of Figure 1.1 (c)(f) to that of Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.3.

This feature can be used for the path specification of Figure 1.1 (a): the path staying within
a specified distance to a corner point, which is easier to handle for a path planner. If an
extra point is defined on a straight-line segment, then the path will go through this point
This can be used if the path goes through the corner points as shown in Figure 1.1 (c). A

new straight-line path is constructed in Figure 6.3, so that the Continuous Path program
can be applied.

In all these Cartesian path specifications the joint bounds on velocity, acceleration and jerk

need to be transfonned to Cartesian ones, and the resulting Cartesian trajectories need to

be transfonned to joint trajectories. This is not necessary if the path is specified in joint
coordinates. Another advantage is that the tolerance specification is also meaningful for

more than three dimensions. The Continuous Path algorithm can also handle these joint
path specifications. If the corners are rounded, then the transition constant needs to be
calculated in a different way. If the path goes through the corner points, the method of

Figure 6.3 can be applied. So we developed a very flexible real-time trajectory-planning

method, which can be used for a variety of path specifications.

To obtain a fast algorithm for a real-time implementation we applied some simplifications,

which need funher investigation:
1) The transition acceleration of each axis is calculated with the maximum axis transition

time, so that the transitition starts and ends at the same time for each axis. We could apply
the maximum transition acceleration for each axis. The distance to the corner point would

decrease, but each axis would have a different transition time.

2) To decrease the distance to the corner point, the velocities at both transition ends are
reduced with the same factor Ct. We could take different multipliers.

3) To combine two transitions, the velocities at the transition ends of both transitions are

multiplied with the same factor cs. We could take different multipliers.
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